Skeena Canoe 18
L: 216 W: 35.5 H: 27 Inches

Paddling along the river or lake, you can’t help but notice
how serene the day and how smoothly you glide. A canoe
made like no other, this piece represents generations of boat
makers, a history of craftsmanship and a legacy of pride.
Each and every canoe is hand crafted as strips of the best
quality cedar are joined and then cemented together with
a layer of fiberglass and epoxy resin imbuing the watercraft
with an incredible strength.

Skeena Canoe 16

L: 187.5 W: 31.5 H: 24 Inches

The real wood grain is absolutely mesmerizing. You won’t be able to
help but admire the craftsmanship, the rich tones of the hand joined
cedar strips and the clear finish that really highlights the artfulness
of this piece.
You will get lost in the day as it is spent upon the water engaged in
whatever activity you most enjoy. This is how the lake or stream or
river was always meant to be navigated. A canoe that took 500 hours
to build has got to be an experience like no other.
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Venetian Gondola
L: 460.6 W: 74.8 H: 110.2 Inches

The most famous and characteristic symbol of Venice is
the Gondola. It is a traditional, flat-bottomed Venetian
rowing boat, well suited to the conditions of the Venetian
lagoon.
This boat is beautifully painted in its original color black
with white stripe. It is completely handcrafted and takes
the master craftsmen 600-800 hours to build. We use the
traditional method of constructions while integrating the
highest quality of materials currently available. Strips of
red cedars are joined by hand and then encapsulated in
fiberglass bonded in place with epoxy resin then coated
with marine vanish. This combination of fiberglass and
epoxy is very strong and the wood will be protected for
generations.
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Miramichi
Kayak 17
L: 206 W: 23 H: 13 Inches

It’s not about just being on the water,
it’s about deftly cutting through it,
it’s about a smooth one-of-a-kind
experience, and it’s about knowing that
your watercraft is a handmade emblem
of true craftsmanship.
Over 500 hours of build time means
that you not only get nautical precision,
but the stunning beauty that comes
from hand joined cedar strips--the
best quality available. Extra care is
taken with the finish as the kayak’s
exterior combines a layer of fiberglass
and epoxy resin with a marine varnish
ensuring the boat’s longevity and
durability.

Miramichi
Kayak 15
L: 177 W: 24 H: 13.5 Inches

When is a kayak not just another
kayak…when it is a handmade,
100% red cedar watercraft designed
with optimal enjoyment, stunning
looks and classic construction in
mind. Taking over 500 hours to
create, this is so much more than
what you might find at a big box
retailer.
Imagine yourself cascading along
the water in this light weight,
easy-to-carry and elegantly crafted
kayak. The beauty of the natural
world around you comes fully
into view as you slice through the
current.
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Klinaklini Kayak 19
L: 229 W: 27 H: 17.5 Inches

We have spent hundreds of hours on
this finely crafted 2 person kayak so
that you really do get the ultimate
enjoyment. Hand joined red cedar
strips coated with a layer of fiberglass
and epoxy resin create a finish that is
as stylish and amazing to look at as the
kayak is to navigate.
Traveling back in time does not
describe the experience of history you
get from this watercraft. With all of
our boats, tradition and classic lines
emphasize how incredibly well-made
the vessel is.
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Display Canoe 10 ft

L: 118.5 W: 26.25 H: 16 Inches

Beautiful, elegant, with classic
lines and rich deep wood
tones, this 10’ canoe is perfect
for displaying just about
anywhere you’d like. For the
water enthusiast, this will
certainly stand as a showpiece.
Made exactly as all of our other
watercraft, with hundreds
of man hours invested in
its design and execution,
you will truly appreciate its
craftsmanship as you behold
this amazing piece.

Red Display Canoe with
Ribs Curved Bow 10 ft
L: 117 W: 26.5 H: 20 Inches

The perfect little red canoe…
Reminiscent of a simpler
time with its bright color,
straightforward lines and
meticulous craftsmanship,
this piece will be a stunner
wherever you choose to
display it.
With just as many man hours
dedicated to its creation as all
of our other boats, this piece is
as impressive as the rest. Hand
joined strips of top quality
cedar are then coated in a
layer of fiberglass and epoxy
resin and finally painted in
a vibrant red that is sure to
make anyone smile.
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White Hall Dinghy
L: 204 W: 53.5 H: 25.8 Inches

With centuries of history and tradition behind
it, this dinghy is especially made with an eye on
recreating the past while using the best materials
available today. We believe in the traditions of the
boat makers of old, and we apply those to all of our
watercraft so that we can offer you an experience
like no other.
Hand joined strips of cedar come together as
though effortlessly and are then coated with a layer
of fiberglass and epoxy resin that increases the boat’s
strength and durability.
Truly, at least 600-800 hours have been invested in
the creation of this watercraft. We leave nothing to
chance and perfection is the only option we allow.
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Long Board
L: 109 W: 24 inches

With ultra stylish fins and a sleek, glossy exterior, this surfboard will
be difficult to miss when out riding waves or even at rest on the beach.
Made of high quality Canadian western red cedar and then finished
in a layer of fiberglass and epoxy resin, this handmade board will not
only provide you the ride of a lifetime, but put all other boards out
there to shame.
You’ve never experienced surfing like this. At approximately 2’ thick,
weighing 22 lbs, it will be easy to jump in your vehicle, load it up and
take off for some fun in the sun!

Short Board

Reinventing what surfing could
be, this western red cedar surf
board is a true gem for even the
most experienced wave rider.
Handcrafted and then encapsulated
in a layer of fiberglass and epoxy
resin it can certainly stand up to the
toughest of watery terrains.

L: 75.5 W: 18.5 Inches

The design is phenomenal,
featuring three smooth and rich
looking fins all about 8” in length.
With a 2” thickness, this solid piece
will keep you surfing for hours.

Half-Surfboard Shelf

L: 69.5 W: 9 H: 8 Inches

Take your love for surfing to a new plateau! This surf board shelf is amazing to look at, durable in purpose and smooth to
the touch.
Using the same techniques as on our water bound boards, this shelf is the epitome of handcrafted workmanship. Coated
with epoxy, its glossy surface and rich wood tones make the perfect accompaniment to any room in your home.
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